
43HT3WJ

All-in-One Display
for Effective Collaboration

* Camera mirror mode is only available for certain apps.

* All images in this datasheet are for illustrative purposes only.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

43HT3WJ

43

4K Ultra HD (3,840 × 2,160)

350 nit

Landscape / Portrait

In-cell Touch (Max. 10 Points)

2K Full HD (1,920 × 1,080), 88º FoV

2.0 Channel (10W + 10W)

2ea Array (3m Pickup Range)

Windows 10 IoT Enterprise (Basic)

Screen Size

Native Resolution

Brightness

Orientation

Touch

Camera

Audio

Microphone

Operating System



Intuitive UX and 

Excellent Expandability

The touch-based UX of One:Quick Flex is designed to be

similar to the mobile touch UX, making it easy to use. Also,

the operating system based on Windows makes it easy

for the user to install and run programs they want through 

a huge library of applications and tools.

A Sleek Design that Blends

with the Space 

Moving beyond the conventional black color, it is available in

stylish beige with a smooth finish and blends effortlessly

with the surrounding interior. 

Screen Rotation 

and Adjustable Height 

The One:Quick Flex supports screen rotation when using

the dedicated stand, which can be widely used by being

turned vertically or horizontally according to the content

ratio. Moreover, the height of the stand can be adjusted to

meet the posture or height of the user.
+9.5cm

Up

Stand Height

Landscape > Portrait
(Counter Clockwise) 

Portrait > Landscape
(Clockwise)

 *  To use it vertically, users can rotate counter clockwise, and vice versa
    to switch back to landscape mode. 
* Some apps may not support vertical view mode.  



Full HD
88º FoV, Manual Tilt

3m
Pickup Range 

2.0 Channel
(10W + 10W) 

All-in-One Display 

for Simple and Quick Video Call 

With LG One:Quick Flex's 43 all-in-one display complete

with built-in camera, microphones and speakers there's

no need to stress over online meetings and calls

and no more inconvenience of connecting to and

setting up video conferencing.

Drawing File Sharing 

Annotation 

Effective Collaboration 

with Touch and Drawing

Equipped with In-Cell touch technology, the One:Quick Flex 

turns ideas into reality. With the dedicated Touch Pen,

taking notes and drawing are done easily. Also, these works

can be saved as files, and easily shared via Smartphone.

* One touch pen provided.
* Dedicated apps required for annotation and drawing (MS Whiteboard
   ready)

Easy Transport 

with a Movable Stand 

The One:Quick Flex can be used anywhere indoors where it

can be moved by wheels. From a private office to a public

lounge, it plays various roles according to each need such

as video conferencing, design demo, collaboration, etc.

* The product needs to be plugged into the appropriate power source to
  operate.



KEY FEATURES & CONNECTIVITY

Screen Rotation Up and Down

Built-in
Camera &  Microphone

Moving Wheels

AV (webOS)

PC (Windows)

USB Type-C

USB Type-C

HDMI In (2 nos.)

USB

LAN

Connectivity

Built-in Touch
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